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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and suppose E and F are n- 
dimensional separable field extensions of k. Recall that the associative 
structure of any commutative algebra A over k affords A a restricted Lie 
(Frobenius) structure Y(A) by [ab] = 0 and atPl = a” for a, b EA. A 
natural question to ask about the pair E and F is the following: If Y(E) and 
Y(F) are isomorphic Lie agebras, then when are E and F isomorphic field 
extensions? 
Suppose Y(E) N Y(F). It does not necessarily follow that E N F, however 
P(E) does determine the splitting field fi of E over k as a field extension. 
Thus we may internalize the question to subfields k c_ F E 8. The question 
now may be formulated in terms of the Galois group G(O\k) acting on a 
certain n-dimensional vector space V(u, Q\k) over the prime field J’,, of k. 
Y(E) is principal; that is, there exists a u E E such that the pth powers 
u, up,..., up”-’ form a linear basis or E over k. Let V(u, R\k) be the additive 
subgroup generated by the conjugates of u in 0. Then V(u, Q\k) is stable 
under G(L!\k) and is a vector space over 7, with the set G(R\k)(u) as a 
basis. Suppose k s F c R is a subfield. Then P(E) N Y(F) if and only if 
F = k[ ti] for some uE V(u, Q\k) such that G(B\k)(ti) is also a basis for 
V(u, S2\k) over L,. (We call such a u a G(R\k)-orbit basis generator for 
V(u, Q\k).) Therefore Y(E) determines E as a field extension if and only if 
all stabilizers G(.O\k), of G(R\k)-orbit basis generators ti for V(f2\k) are 
conjugate. These results are found in Section 2 of [3]. 
In this paper we abstract he setting of the field question in a natural way: 
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replacing V(u, Q\k) by a finite-dimensional vector space V over any field li, 
and replacing G(Q\k) by a finite subgroup G c Aut,(V) of the group of 
linear automorphisms of I’. We call u E V a G-orbit basis generatorfor V if 
the set G(u) is a basis for I’. This paper is a study of the following question: 
If u and u are G-orbit basis generators for V, then when are G,, and G,, con- 
jugate? 
In Section 1 we recall some of the results of [ 3. Sect. 2 \ and introduce the 
techniques which will be used in this paper. We find the notion of “closed 
subgroup” of Galois theory (the intersection of point stabilizers) to be of 
fundamental importance for our work here. Let u E V be a G-orbit basis 
generator for I’. Then the regular representation G + Sym(G(u)) of G to the 
symmetric group on the set G(u) is one-to-one, so we can regard G cr 
Sym(G(u)) in concrete terms as a permutation group. A major theme in this 
paper is the determination of properties G has as a permutation group which 
do not depend on the choice of orbit basis generator. 
We show how, in principle, to reduce to the complex case k = C . This 
technique will prove to be very fruitful. 
In Section 2 we examine the relationship between G, and G, . and 
determine sufficient conditions for G, and G, to be conjugate. G, and G, 
are always “weakly conjugate” in the following sense; if r E G,, then “r = 
prp ’ E G, for some p E G. If N g G is a normal subgroup of G, then we 
show lNn G,/ = IN n G, I. We show that G, cyclic implies G, and C;, are 
conjugate. Regarding G s Sym(G(u)) as a permutation group we show that 
G, and G, are conjugate if G has 2.. 3-, or 5cycle. (This is not the case for 
7cycles.) Generally subgroups L CI G which have a unique non-trivial orbit 
II (an orbit of more than one element) in G(U) play an important role in the 
theory. We examine the structure of G in detail if G has such a subgroup 
L = (L / U) isomorphic to the Klein 4-group since this type of group G 
occurs several times in studing the conjugacy question when dim V is 
reasonably small. 
In Section 3 we discuss a direct and a semidirect product construction. 
Suppose N cl Aut,( V) is a group of automorphisms of a finite-dimensional 
vector space over a field k, and u E V is an N-orbit basis generator for V. If 
L is any finite group we show how to form a direct (and semidirect) product 
C c Aut,(Y ‘), where Y’ ’ is the direct sum of 1 L 1 copies of V, such that N is 
a closed subgroup of ,F’ and L is a factor. Further, if c1 E V is an N-orbit 
basis generator, then u E 7 is a ‘6’-orbit basis generator for 7 ‘, and .‘GU and 
.YU are conjugate if and only if N, and N, are conjugate subgroups of N. 
Thus we have natural ways of producing new examples of groups with non- 
conjugate orbit basis stabilizers from known ones. 
In Section 4 we consider the conjugacy problem when dim V < 9, finding 
all groups of automorphisms G E Aut,( V) with non-conjugate G-orbit basis 
generator stabilizers. The only such groups G can occur for tz = 7 or 8 if tr = 
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dim V< 9; there is at most (up to isomorphism) one for n = 7 and at most 
two for n = 8. The n = 8 examples are solvable; in fact, one is a 2-group. In 
particular P(E) determines E as a field extension if [E : k] = n < 6 or n = 9; 
and for the exceptional cases of n = 7 and 8, we have an explicit description 
of G(O\k) and know the characteristic of k. 
We will continue the study of the conjugacy question for reasonably small 
values of dim V in a subsequent paper. 
The question of when P’(E) determines E as a field extension arises in 
studying the invariants for the cofree irreducible Hopf algebras on a 
commutative (separable) algebra. As far as the field question is concerned, 
we may restrict our attention to groups of automorphisms of a linite- 
dimensional vector space over k = Z,, * in this sense the question is in the 
realm of coding theory. It is interesting to recall, however, that theoretically 
the only real case is the complex case k = C. Let G 2 Aut,(V) be a group of 
automorphisms of an n-dimensional vector space V over a field k and 
suppose u E V is a G-orbit basis generator for V. We have noted G c 
Sym(G(u)) is a transitive subgroup of Sym(G(u)) = S,,. This realization 
depends on U, and in studying properties of G as a permutation group we are 
led to consider “topological” aspects of S,. The exceptional groups for n = 7 
and 8 alluded to above have some intriguing combinatorial aspects. In short, 
this problem seems to have varied and interesting facets. 
k, unless otherwise specified, will be an arbitrary field, V will be a finite- 
dimensional vector space over k, and G c: AutJV) will be a finite group of 
linear automorphisms of V, throughout this paper. For the details of the 
above discussion of the field question the reader is referred to 13, Sect. 21. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Here we consider some of the elementary aspects of G, justify the 
reduction to the complex case k = C, and introduce the notation of P-chain 
which is used in the study of subgroups L c G of the form L = (L / U) as 
described above. 
1.1. Elementary Results 
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field k, and suppose 
G g Aut,( V) is a finite group of automorphisms. We call a subgroup H s G 
closed if H is the intersection of point stabilizers G,.. G and (e) are closed, 
and the intersection of closed subgroups is closed; thus every subgroup 
H g G is contained in a smallest closed subgroup I? of G called the closure 
of H. If H, KC G are subgroups, and H 5 K, we say H is dense in K if 
& = K, and that H is dense if fi = G. 
For a non-empty finite subset of S c V we let v, = C,.E,s u denote the sum 
of the elements of S. 
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1.1.1. Assume u is a G-orbit basis generator for V, and let v = 
c xcG(u) axx E v* 
(a) For g E G, g(v) = v if and only if ax = a,,,, for all x E G(u). 
(b) g(v) = v for all g E G if and only if v = a~~;(,,, for some a E k. 
(c) Suppose B is a basis for V such that g(B) g B for all g E G. Then 
B = G(u) for some G-orbit basis generator u for V. 
The proofs of (a) and (b) are straightforward. To prove (c) let P, P’ c B 
be G-orbits of B. Then up, up, E k. voCUj by (b), so up and up, are 
dependent. Hence P = F’, so B is a G-orbit. 
Suppose u is a G-orbit basis generator for V. Recall that we may regard 
G s Sym(X) as a transitive subgroup of the group of permutations on the 
finite set X = G(u). Let HE G be a subgroup of G. Then H is closed if and 
only if H is the intersection of set stabilizers GP where P &X, and H is 
dense if and only if H is a transitive subgroup of Sym(X). Furthermore i? is 
the set of g E G which stabilize the H-orbits of X. Note that if X is any finite 
set, we have actually just defined a natural intrinsic notion of closed 
subgroup for permutation groups. 
Generally set stabilizers are not closed; in particular G, may not be closed 
for a finite subset S c V, and G, may not be closed for a subspace U E V. 
1.1.2. EXAMPLE. Let k be a field and suppose V is a 3-dimensional 
vector space over k with basis X = {x, y, z}. Regard G = Sym(X) as a 
subgroup of Aut,(V) by linear extension and let L & G be the (dense) 
subgroup generted by the 3-cycle r = (xyz). Let v = ax + by + cz E V and 
S = L(v). Then L CI G,. If a, b, c are distinct, then u(v) 66 S, where CJ = (xy), 
so L=G,, and thus G, is not closed. Now let a = 0, b = 1, and suppose 
c # -1 and satisfies c3 = -1. Observe that v and r(u) are independent. One 
easily sees that v, r(v), t’(v) form a dependent set and v, r(v), a(v) form an 
independent set. Thus the span U of S has basis v, r(v) and a(v) 6Z U, so 
L = G,, and thus G,; is not closed. 
We recall 13, 2.81 some of the elementary properties of G,. 
1.1.3. LEMMA. Let V be a n-dimensional vector space over afield k and 
let G g Aut,( V) be a subgroup. Suppose u, ti are G-orbit basis generators for 
V and L 5 G is a subgroup of G. 
(a) (G:G,]=n; hence)G,I=IG,I. 
(b) 1 G,(&)] = [G, : G, n G,] = [G, : G, n G, ] = / G, (u)l. 
(c) If G, c_ L, then L is closed. 
(d) If LG, is a subgroup and is dense, then L is dense. 
(e) If L is normal and L s G,, then L = (e). 
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(f) If L is normal and a maximal closed subgroup, then G, c L. 
(g) Let r E Aut,( V). Then r(u) is a “G-orbit basis generator for V and 
‘(GA = (=G)m. 
If u is a G-orbit basis generator for V and L & G is a subgroup, let u,, 
denote the number of L-orbits of G(u). Of fundamental importance is that 
the number u, does not depend on the particular G-orbit basis generator u. 
For a subgroup L s Aut,( V) let L’ z V denote the subspace of fixed 
points of L. 
1.1.4. Let u, u be G-orbit basis generators for V and suppose L c G is a 
subgroup. 
(a) If (“1 ,..., (“, E G(u) are the L-orbits of G(u), then z)~,,..., vF, is a 
basis for L’. Hence uI. = dim L’. 
(b) UL = llI,. 
It is left to the reader to deduce 1.1.4. from 1.1.1(a). Recall that Z,(L) 
and No(L) denote the centralizer and normalizer of a subgroup L of G, 
respectively. 
1.1.5. PROPOSITION. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a 
field k and suppose G & Aut,(V) is a group of automorphisms with 
subgroups L, and L,. Suppose u is a G-orbit basis generator for V, and let 
%, and 2& be the union of the non-trivial L,-orbits and L,-orbits of G(u), 
respectively. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) 22, fI 2& = 0. 
(b) (L,, LJ is the direct product of L, and L,, and u. ,,L,, = 
uL, + uL2 - dim V. 
(c) L, g Z&L,) and L, c Z&C,,), and +,.t,,) = u,{ + u,.Z - dim V. 
(d) L, c N,(L,) and L, g iVG(LI), and u(~,,~*) = u,, + uL2 -dim V. 
(e) t(pl) G 2?Y1 for sE L, and o(%?) E 22” for u E L,, and ~~t.,.t~~) = 
uL, + uL2 - dim V. 
Proof Let L c G be a subgroup and suppose P 5 G(u) is the union of 
the s non-trivial L-orbits of G(u). Then uL = 1 G(u)\% / + s = / G(u)1 - /K 1 + s, 
or: 
(*I u,=dim V-I%[++, 
(a) =+ (b). Assume Z!r n 22” = 0. Then regarding G c Sym(G(u)) we 
conclude the non-trivial cycles in the cyclic decomposition of CJ E L, are 
disjoint from those of t E L,. Therefore L, AL, = (e) and ur = to for all 
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aEL, and TEL,, so (L,,L,) is thedirect product ofL, and L,. Let si be 
the number of non-trivial L,-orbits of G(u) (i = 1, 2). Then (L,. Lz) has 
s, + s2 non-trivial orbits in G(U), the union of which is ;//I ‘C.J 7~~. By (*) we 
compute 
=U I , +- UI. :-dim V. 
This completes the proof of (a) * (b). 
(b)*(c) and (c)*(d) are clear. (d) * (e) follows since for any 
subgroup of L 2 G it follows that r E N&L) permutes the L-orbits of G(u). 
(e) rj (a). Assume (e) holds. Then (L,, L,) stabilizes i’/, n i’/z, and 
I// = ;‘/I U i’/z is the union of the non-trivial (L,. L,)-orbits of G(u). Let s, 
and s2 (resp. 1, and /J be the number of non-trivial L, and L,-orbits of G(u) 
(resp. #\;‘/z and (“/y#,)>, and let m be the number of non-trivial (L, , L2)- 
orbits of #, n i’c,. Then the number of non-trivial (L, , L,)-orbits of G(u) is 
s = 1, - I2 + m, so by (*) we have 
U( ,,,,,, Z,=dim V--~~~U;//,~ ts 
=dim V-(I??,1 +1&J--l?Y,‘/I&Il)ts 
which means I :‘/1 n /‘/z / + s = s, + s2 and hence 
(**I Ifl,r\f12’/zi tm=(s,--l,)t(s2-12), 
by assumption and (*) again. Observe that si - li is the number of non-trivial 
L,-orbits of ;‘/1 n HZ, so 2(si -- Ii) < I ;“/I n ?YZ /. Thus by doubling the equation 
of (**) we conclude that 2 I&‘, n &$ / t 2m < 2 ii’/, n /“/z /, hence m = 0. This 
means #, n #* = 0, and we have shown (e) * (a). Q.E.D. 
1.1.6. COROLLARY. Let u, u be G-orbit basis generators for V and 
suppose L, , L, c G are subgroups. If the non-trivial L ,-orbits of G(u) and 
the non-trivial L,-orbits of G(u) do not intersect, then the non-trivial L,- 
orbits of G(a) and the non-trivial L,-orbits of G(u) do not intersect. 
The corollary follows by 1.1.4(b) and the previous proposition. 
1.2. Reduction to the Complex Case k = C 
In this very short subsection we describe a reduction which will prove to 
be very useful in Section 2. 
Let G s Aut,(V) be a finite group of automorphisms of a finite- 
dimensional vector space V over any field k, and suppose u, ~1 are G-orbit 
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basis generators for V. Suppose k is a field of characteristic 0, let V be the 
vector space over k with basis G(u), and regard Sym(G(u)) c Am,(V) as a 
group of automorphisms of V by linear extension. Regarding G L Sym(G(u)) 
in the manner described in the Introduction, we also have G (= Aut,(V) is a 
subgroup, and u is a G-orbit basis generator for V. For u = C,rcG(u) a,x E V 
choose scalars a, E k such that a, = a, if and only if a, = a,,. and set v = 
c xcG(u) ‘xX E ‘- 
(a L /;t:;’ 1 )i; ah bijection . of sets,. let ‘( ): Sym(X) + Sym(X’) 
e t e induced isomorphism of symmetric groups. 
1.2.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose G c Aut,(V) is a subgroup of 
automorphisms of a Jinite-dimensional vector space V over a -field k, and 
suppose u, ~1 are G-orbit basis generators for V. Let k be a field of charac- 
teristic 0 and V be deJned as above for u. 
(a) G,, = G, for all v E V. 
(b) u is a G-orbit basis generator for V for some choice of scalars 
a, E k as described above. 
(c) Suppose u is a G-orbit basis generator for V. 
(i) 
bijective. 
The map f: G(U) + G(tl)( g(u) F+ g(<c)) is well-defined and 
(ii) Let f( ): Sym(G(a)) -+ Sym(G(tc)) be the induced isomorphism. 
Then we have the following configuration. 
Aut,( V AuW) 
U U 
Sym(G(u)) --U Sym(G(a)) 
u ” U 
G = G, or fa = u 
for o E G. 
(iii) fG, = G,< , so G, and G, are conjugate if and only if G, and 
G,d are conjugate. 
Proof. (a) follows by 1.1.1 (a). 
(b) First note that n = dim,V = dim, V= 1 G(u)/ = [G : G, 1, the last 
equality following by 1.1.3(a). Write ti = CXEGCU) a,x and suppose a, E k 
for x E G(u) is any choice of scalars satisfying a, = a,, if and only if 
a, = aY. By (a), G,, = G, , so G(U) has n-elements. Thus we need only make 
such a choice of ax’s so that G(U) is independent. 
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Choose g,, x E G(u), so that the gx’s represent G\Gu. . The g,(u))s run 
over G(a). Well-order G(u) in some fashion and let T E End,(V) be defined 
by Y c+ g,iu> = CxeGcuj a,g,(x> = .LG(,,~ a,,,~, where ax.). = a,, I(,~). Then 
T is bijective, so det(a,,,) # 0. Thinking of the set X of distinct ax’s as 
indeterminants we may regard f(X) = det(a,,,) as a (non-zero) polynomial 
over 7. Thus f(X) E k[X] since the characteristic of k is 0. Since k is 
infinite, there exists a choice of a,‘s as above so that det(a,,),) # 0 where 
a I, y = a RS l(sJ. This proves (b). 
(c) (i) follows from (a). To show (ii) let res: G + Sym(G(u)) and res: 
G + Sym(G(tc)) be the restriction maps. Then / o res(a) = res(o) 3 / for 
CJ E G. Thus it follows that r(res(o)) = 1 c res(a) o f ’ = res(a). 
The proof of (iii) is clear. Q.E.D. 
The last result enables us to pass from the ground field k to the field 
k = C of complex numbers in the study of the structure of G and in the study 
of the conjugacy question. In principle, <: is the only base field we need to 
consider. 
It may be of technical interest to note that the a,‘s of 1.2.1(b) may be 
chosen from any infinite subset S G k, in particular from the set of integers / 
or the set of natural numbers %. 
1.3. v-chains 
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field k and suppose 
G c Au&,(V) is a finite group of automorphisms. Suppose u is a G-orbit 
basis generator for V. If L s G is a subgroup with a unique non-trivia1 orbit 
Us G(u), write L = (L 1 U). 
1.3.1. Suppose L, L,, L, c G are subgroups. 
or some UC: G(u). then ‘L = (‘L I z(U)) for all rEG(a) IfL=(LIU)f 
(b) Suppose Lj = (Li 1 Vi) for some Ui z G(u) (i = 1, 2) and let Y = 
(L,, L,). If U, f7 U, # 0, then P = (Y’ ) U, U Uz). 
1.3.2. PROPOSITION. Let G c Autk(V) be a group of automorphisms of a 
finite-dimensional vector space V over a field k, and suppose u is a G-orbit 
basis generator for V. Assume L c G is a subgroup of the form L = (L / U) 
for some U c G(u). 
(a) G, = N,(z). 
(b) Let res: G,: + Sym(U) be the restriction map. Then ker(res) = 
N(U) is the (unique) maximal normal subgroup H of G,; which satisfies 
u~,,,~) = u,, + uZ - dim V. 
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(c) Suppose II is also a G-orbit basis generator for V, and further 
assume L = (L 1 W) f or some W E G(u). Then N(U) = N(p) and 1 UI = 1% . 
ProoJ: (a) is clear. To show (b) suppose H s G,. is a normal subgroup of 
Gr,.. By (a) G,. = N&), so H c N,(Z) and z EN,(H). Therefore, 
H c N(U) if and only if uo,,r) = uI, + ur - dim V by 1.1.5. To show (c) 
observe GIJ= NG(z) = G1, by (a), so N(U) = N(V) follows from (b) and 
1.1.4(b). Since L = (LIU) it follows u, =dim V- IUI + 1. so by 1.1.4(b) 
lUI=i;‘/l. Q.E.D. 
Apropos of 1.3.2(c) if L = (L I U) for some Us G(u) it does not 
necessarily follow that L = (L / ?Y) for some # c (a). 
1.3.3. EXAMPLE. Let k be any field of characteristic not 2, and let V be 
the 7-dimensional vector space over k with basis X of symbols 1 2 3 a, 6, -1 -3 -2 
c, d. Regard Sym(X) c Aut,( V) by linear extension. If G c Sym(X) is the 
subgroup generated by a = (I 2 j)(abc) and _d = (Zad)(jbc), then [ 3, Sect. 21, 
G N GL,(2) and u = 1, (I = (1 + 2 + 3) - (a + b + c + d) are G-orbit basis 
generators for V. Let r=_a_d= (izbadjc). Then II, r(&),..., r6(U) lists the 
elements of G(a). Now (ab)(cd), (ac)(bd) E G, and regarding G c Sym(G(u)) 
(ab)(cd) = (r(u) r”(a))(r”(e) r’(u)) and (ac)(bd) = (r(a) ~~(~))(r’(ti) .r6(u)). 
Thus the Klein 4-group L c G generated by (ab)(cd) and (ac)(bd) has a 
unique non-trivial orbit in G(u) of length 4, but has three orbits in G(a) of 
length 2. 
However: 
1.3.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose G G Aut,( V) is a group of automorphisms 
of a finite-dimensional vector space over a field k, u and 11 are G-orbit basis 
generators for V, and L = (L I U) is a subgroup of G, where U c G(u). 
Assume further the distinct ?(U)‘s, r E G, partition G(u). Then L = (L / Y/) 
for some ;“/ G G(u)), and the distinct r(%)‘s, r E G, parition G(a). 
Proof: Let e = 5, ,..., t,Y E G form a set of representatives for G\G,.. Then 
r,(U),..., r,(U) are the distinct members of the partition of G(u). For the 
proof we may assume L is closed. By 1.3.1(a) ‘L = (*L I r(U)) for r E G. so 
the “L = Li’s are the conjugates of L. The normal subgroup N G G generated 
by L is the direct product of the Lts, and the r,(U)‘s are the N-orbits of 
G(u). In particular there are s N-orbits of G(u), hence s N-orbits of G(a) by 
1.1.4(b). 
Let P, F” be non-trivial L-orbits of G(U). Then P is an N-orbit by 1.1.6, 
hence t(F) is an N-orbit for all t E G since N is normal. Now r(P) is a ‘L- 
orbit, so by 1.1.6. we see sj(P) n rj(F’) = 0 if i #j. Therefore the ti(P)‘s 
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are the s N-orbits, which partition G(e), and the ri(?Y)‘s are disjoint, where 
;z/ E G(u) is the union of the non-trivial L-orbits of G(a). Thus Y = #. 
Q.E.D. 
For a G-orbit basis generator u for V let c(G : u) E 2”“’ be the collection 
of all subsets U & G(u) such that there is a subgroup L G G of the form 
L = (L 1 U). Note c(G : u) #,0 as G(u) is a member of c(G : u). By virtue of 
1.3.1. we have: 
1.3.5. Let U, U,, U, E c(G : u). Then: 
(a) r(U) E c(G : u)for r E G. 
(b) If U, n UI, # 0, then U, u U, E c(G : u). 
Suppose V c c(G : u) is a non-empty subset. We call %/ E c(G : u) a ‘fl- 
chain if P = U, U ... uU,, where U,fZq for all i and UiP,nUi#O for 
1 < i < s. By default U E @ is a <K-chain. A g-chain & is called maximal if 
whenever P’ is a @‘-chain and ZY c P’, then & = R’. Let g=(V) denote the 
set of maximal q-chains. The proof of the next two results is left to the 
reader. 
1.3.6. Let g E c(G : u) be a non-empty subset. 
(a) Let U E W and K E c(G : u) be a q-chain such that U c ?//. Then 
asaq-chain,W=U,U...UU, where U=U,. 
(b) If /‘/I, & are v-chains, and ;“/I n & f 0, then ?/, u ;‘/z is a W 
chain. 
(c) Every U E P is contained in a (unique) maximal Wchain. 
(d) Zf 22, and %‘* are maximal g-chains, then 22, = 2P2 or Z?, n P2 = 0. 
(e) If 22 is a g-chain, then @Y) is a t(g)-chain for 5 E G. 
1.3.1. LEMMA. Let u be a G-orbit basis generator for V and suppose 
PY g c(G : u) is non-empty. Suppose further that r.(g) c %Y for all z E G. 
Then : 
(a) The maximal g-chains m(g) partition G(u), and r E G 
permutes m(q). 
Let ?rW : G + Sym(m(g))(n&r)(W) = t(P)) be the induced representation. 
(b) ker zW = N(q) is a closed normal subgroup of G, and /n(v) is the 
set of N(q)-orbits of G(u). Furthermore, if% Em(g) and i” = (~2 ) P), then 
N(g) is the (unique) maximal normal subgroup of G contained in N,(2). 
(c> I 4Vl ( dim K and (dim V)/I m(q)l is the (common) cardinality 
of a maximal g-chain. 
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1.3.8. Remarks. Let u be G-orbit basis generator for I’. 
(a) Suppose 9Y G c(G : U) is non-empty and &’ = U, U .a. U U, is a 
V-chain. Let Li = (Li 1 Vi) for all i and let Y = (L, ,..., L,) be the subgroup 
generated by the Lts. Then 9 = (9 1 W), and we may regard i/’ z Sym(#) 
as a (transitive) subgroup by restriction to #. (Note c E 9 acts as the 
identity on G(u)\%.) 
(b) Suppose L = (L 1 U) where U E G(u). Let Vrj be the G-orbit of U 
in c(G : u). If % is a @rj-chain then note that P = (Y 9) where Y is 
generated by conjugates of L. 
(c) Suppose H # (e) is a finite group, and there is a subset U c G(u) 
such that L = (L 1 U) where L N H. Let %$,, c c(G : u) be the collection of 
all such Vs. In case H = 2, we will let qn, denote g(,,,. If # is a T,,-chain, 
note that Y = (Y 1 P) where 9 is generated by n-cycles. 
In Section 2 we apply the ideas in the subsection to the maximal Vcp)- 
chains, where p is a prime integer, and q,,.-, where K is the Klein 4-group. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we examine the relationship between G, and G,, , and find 
sufficient conditions for G, and G,, to be conjugate, where G E Aut,( V) is a 
finite group of automorphisms of a finite-dimensional vector space V over a 
field k and U, u are G-orbit basis generators for V. 
Call a tuple (I = (n, ,..., n,) of positive integers non-decreasing if 0 < n, < 
n2 < 0.. < n,. For a field k and a non-decreasing tuple of positive integers 
(1 = (n, )..., n,)setJ,(X)=(X”l-l).....(X”r-l)EklXj. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let k be a field of characteristic 0, and suppose 5, 5 ’ are 
non-decreasing tuples of positive integers. If ,fO (X) = fd ‘(X), then 6 = 9 ‘. 
Prooj We may assume that k is algebraically closed. Write 4 = 
n,) and 0’ = (n;,..., n;,), and suppose n;, <n,. Let w E k be a 
E&iiive n&h root of unity. Then 0 = ,& (0) = f0 ‘(w) means w ‘I( - 1 = 0 for 
some i. Hence n, / n; , so n, = n;, . 
fo ‘(X) by fd ‘GWXnr - 11, 
Replacing b (X) by ,& (X)/(X”P - 1) and 
we see 2.1 follows by induction on deg fd (X). 
Q.E.D. 
Let X be a finite non-empty set and u E Sym(X). Suppose fl, ,..., P, are the 
u-orbits of X and IP, / < 9.. < IP,l. Then cyl(a) = (I(“1 I,..., iPi/) is a non- 
decreasing tuple of positive integers. If u is a non-trivial cycle, let Iloll denote 
its length. Now suppose u E Sym(X)\e. A cyclic decomposition u = 
IJ, 0 . . . o 8, of u into non-trivial cycles is said to be a non-decreasing cyclic 
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decomposition of CJ if 11 u, 11 ,< ... < Ilor!l, If X = G(u), set cyl,(a) = cyl(a) and 
I/ I/u=lI II. 
We first show that the cycle length multiplicities for u E G\e, regarding 
G CI Sym(G(u)), do not depend on the particular orbit basis generator u. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let G cr Aut,( V) be afinite group of automorphisms of a 
Jinite-dimensional vector space V over a field k, and suppose u and u are G- 
orbit basis generators for V. Let a E G\e. Suppose a = o, 0 . . + 0 a, E 
Sym(G(u)) and u = a; o ... o a;. E Sym(G(u)) are non-decreasing cyclic 
decompositions of u. Then r = r’ and l/oil/, = I/u\ Ii1 for 1 < i < r (or 
equivalent1.v cyl,(u) = cyl=(u) for u E G). 
Proof: By 1.2.1. we may assume k = k = : is the field of complex 
numbers. For u E G it is clear that f,,,,(,,(X) and fCYIUCo,(X) are both the 
characteristic polynomial of u E Aut,( V). This means cyl,,(u) = cyl, (a) 
by 2.1. Q.E.D. 
Let u E G and suppose u and u are G-orbit basis generators for V. The 
theorem implies the following. If u E Sym(G(u)) is even (resp. an n-cycle), 
then u E Sym(G(u)) is even (resp. an rz-cycle). In this case we can unam- 
biguously say that u is even (resp. and n-cycle). 
Notice that if u E G, then det(u) = -f- 1, and if k has characteristic 0, 
trace(u) is the number of one-element u-orbits of G(u). 
2.3. COROLLARY. Let u and 11 be G-orbit basis generators for V. If 
uEG,, then Peg, forsomepEG. 
Proof: Since u(u) = u, by the theorem u fixes some rE G(,). If 
p _ ‘(U) = v, then clearly “u = pup ’ fixes ~1. Q.E.D. 
We may think of the corollary as saying that G, and G, are “weakly con- 
jugate.” 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let u and u be G-orbit basis generators for V. Then 
G, and G, are conjugate if any of the following hold: 
(a) G, = (a) for some u E G. 
(b) G, is cyclic. 
(c) G has a normal subgroup N such that N and G/N are cyclic. 
(d) G is generated by two involutions. 
(e) / G,, (u)l = 2 and (G,, G, ) is a dense subgroup of G. 
(f) I G, (u)\ = 2 and G, has two orbits. 
6s) G, contains a (non-trivial) cycle and has two orbits. 
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Let n = dim V. 
(h) G has a cycle of length n - 1 or n - 2. 
(i) G -A, or S,. 
Proof. (a) By 2.3, “u E G, for some p E G. Since ‘(r]) = ‘L for any 
r E G and any subgroup L E G, it follows that pG, g GU = G, since G, is 
closed. But 1 G,J = /G,, 1 by 1.1.3(a), so OG, = G, . 
(b) follows directly from (a) since G, is closed. 
(c) All subgroups of N are normal, so G, fI N = (e) by 1.1.3(e). Thus 
G, c G/N and is therefore cyclic. Now (c) follows by (b). 
(d) G has a normal cyclic subgroup of index 2, so (d) follows by (c). 
(e) By 1.1.3(b),~G,(~)~=[G,:G,nG,]=[G,,:G,nG,]=IG,,(u)l, 
so by assumption we see G,, G,, z N&G, n G, ) = G, or G, n G, is normal. 
By 1.1.3(e), G, n G,, = (e), so I GUI = 2. Thus (e) follows by (b). 
(f) We may assume G, C G, , in which case (G,, G, ) is dense since 
G, has two orbits. Thus (f) follows from (e). 
(g) Regarding G, as a subgroup of Sym(G(u)), we see that the 
conjugtes ‘u, r E G, , of any non-trivial cycle u E G, generate a dense 
subgroup of G, . Thus regarding G, as a subgroup of Sym(G(u)) it is clear 
that G, stabilizes a point of G(u). 
(h) follows directly from (g). 
(i) follows directly from (h). Q.E.D. 
One consequence of weak conjugacy is that if G, EN, where N is normal, 
then G, c N also. We next show that more generally I G, n NI = /G, n NI 
for any normal subgroup. This is not true of all weakly conjugate subgroups, 
for the Klein 4-group VGA, and any of its proper subgroups are weakly 
conjugate (as subgroups of G = S,). 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Suppose G s Aut,( V) is a group of automorphisms of 
a finite-dimensional vector space over aJeld k, and suppose u and u are G- 
orbit basis generators for‘ V. If N c G is any normal subgroup, then 
IG,nNI=IG, nNl. 
Proof: By 1.2.1 we may assume k has characteristic 0. Set E = (l/iNl) 
CC llEN n) E End,(V). Observe that E o E = E, and that u 0 E = E 0 u for 
u E G since N is normal. As [G : G,] = [G : G, 1, and [NH : H] = 
[N : H n N] for any subgroup H s G, it sufIices to show [G : NG,] = 
dim E(V). 
To show that [G : NG,] = dim E(V) we need only show the spanning set 
E(G(u)) = G(E(u)) consists of [G : NG,] independent vectors. Let n, ,..., n, 
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represent N\(Nn G,). Then n, ,..., np also represent NG,\G,, so indepen- 
dence follows by the formula E(u) = (;Nn G,I/,Nl)(x:f. , ni(u)) and the 
observation NC, g Gl;Cu,. QED. 
The proof of 2.5 shows that E(u) is a G/N-orbit basis generator for E(V) 
and that (G/ii&,, = NG,/fl. 
The next result is very important in the study of the conjugacy question. It 
indicates the role of subgroups of the form L = (L 1 U) in the theory. 
2.6. THEOREM. Suppose G c Aut,( V) is a group of automorphisms of a 
.f?nite-dimensional vector space over a field k, and suppose u and (I are G- 
orbit basis generators for V. Assume further L c G is a (non-trivial) 
subgroup of the form L = (L 1 U) where u E U c G(u) and the t(U)‘s, r E G, 
partition G(u). Let 7’. be the span of U and Gu+= Aut,(7 ‘) be the 
composite G, jres. Sym(U) +inc. Aut,(?’ ‘). Set G = n(GU). Then: 
(a) n(L) EL and is a dense subgroup of G. The identification 
L ‘v X(L) c Sym(U) preserves the cyclic decomposition (into non-trivial 
cycles) of u E Lie. 
(b) u is a G-orbit basis generator for 7 ‘, and G, = z(G,). 
(c) Suppose U’ E 7. is a G-orbit basis generator for 7 ‘. Then c(’ is a 
G-orbit basis generator for V, and G, and G, I are conjugate if and only if 
G, and G,, are conjugate. 
(d) There exists a G-orbit basis generator U’ for ?’ 1 such that GU is a 
conjugate of G, ,. (Hence G, and G, are conjugate tfand onlv tf G, and G, 
are conjugate.) 
Proof: (a) and (b) are clear. Let e = 7I ,..., r, represent G\G,. The 
ri(U) = Ui’s are the distinct members of the partition of G(u) and U = U, . If 
Vi is the span of lJi, then V, = Y’, V= V, @ ... @ V,, and rE G permutes 
the Vi’s. 
(c) Since G(ti’) = G,(u’) is a basis for ?’ = V,, it follows by the 
remarks above that G(u’) is a basis for V. Thus 0’ is a G-orbit basis 
generator for V. Note G, I G Gu, and 7c(G= ,) = G,,. so G, and G,, 
conjugate implies G, and G,, are conjugate. 
Assume G, and G,, are conjugate. Then G,. = ‘G, = GTCU, for some 
r E G. If r 6C G,, then ‘L = (‘L 17(U)) means ‘L fixes 11’ and moves r(u), a 
contradiction. Hence t E Gu which means that G, and G,, are conjugate 
since rc(G,,) = G,,. 
(d) By 1.3.4, L = (I, / #) for some % c G(U). Since r(e) E W for 
some 7 E G, we may replace G, by ‘G, = G,(,, and assume 11 E #. Now we 
use 1.3.2(c) to derive 
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(A) N(U) G G, c G, and 
(B) IGu(a)l = IW 
Since ‘L = (‘L 1 r(U)) for 7 E G we conclude that Vi is contained in a 
N(U)-orbit of G(u) for 1 ( i ,< s. Therefore by (A) we may write 
cc> 2, a = cl’ + \ aivg.., 
i=2 
where Al’ E V, and a2,..., CI, E k. Note that (C) implies G, c G, ,, so to 
conclude the proof of (d) we need only show that 11’ or ui + uu is a G-orbit 
basis generator for Y = V, by (c). 
Let W c V, be the span of G”(J). For u E G the V,-component of o(u) is 
contained in W + k . vu, so 
(D) ?‘, = W+ k. vu. 
Observe that 11’ # 0. For if u’ = 0, then, by (D), V, is one-dimensional, so L 
is trivial. But L is not trivial by assumption, so Al’ # 0. Now since 
G, c G, , G Gu we have 1 G,( &‘)I 11 Gu( u)I, so by (B) we conclude 
03 IGA4 1 IUI. 
Let pr ,..., p, represent Gc\G,, . Then m = I G,(u’)I and xi”:, pi(d) is 
fixed by all u E Cu. This means Cy! 1 pi( u’) = au” for some (r E k. There are 
two natural cases to consider. 
Case 1. (r # 0. By (D), W = V, and thus, by (E): G,(2) = G(u’) is a 
basis for V, . Hence cl’ is a G-orbit basis generator for ?‘. = V, . 
Case 2. a=O. This means dim W=IUI-1, so, by (E). m=IU and 
thus Cy=, pi(u’ + vu) = ) U I vu. To show that 11’ + vu is a G-orbit basis 
generator for ?’ ’ we need only show that I U I # 0 by (D) again. To this end 
let or ,..., u, represent Gu\G,. Since u - /3vu E W for some /3 E k we have a 
non-trivial relation Cy!, Piai(u - /3vc) = 0. From this we compute 
CY= I PiaiCu> = CC?= 1 Pi) PvUT so all the pi’s are equal, and thus vu= 
PIUI vu* Hence /UI # 0, so 1~’ + vu is a G-orbit basis generator for Y’ ‘. 
This concludes the proof of (d). Q.E.D. 
Suppose G 2 Aut,( V) is a group of automorphisms and u, ~1 E V are G- 
orbit basis generators. Assume G has a non-trivial subgroup of the form 
H = (H 1 U), where U c G(u), and let U c G(u) be a maximal %&,-chain. 
Then by 1.3.7(a) the r(U)‘s partition G(u). Now L = (L I U) where L 5 G is 
generated by conjugates of H. By the theorem the conjugacy of G, and G, is 
settled in G-to determine whether or not G, and G, are conjugate we may 
also assume the conjugates of H = (H / V) generate a dense subgroup of G. 
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We first consider this situation when H ‘v J,, for some prime p, and then 
when H is the Klein 4-group. If p = 2, 3, or 5, then G, and G, are always 
conjugate (the example of 1.3.3 shows this to be false for p = 7). 
The key to the proof of our next proposition is part (a) of the following 
lemma. 
2.7. LEMMA. Let G c Sym(X) be a subgroup of the permutation group of 
an n-element set X, and suppose G contains a transitive subgroup generated 
by cycles of fixed prime length p. 
(a) If n > p, then the point stabilizer G, for x E X has two orbits and 
contains a dense subgroup generated by p-cycles. 
(b) Every subset fl c X with p-elements is the non-trivial orbit of some 
p-cycle o E G. 
or GE)S O-p=23 th en G = Sym(X) = S,, and tfp = 3 then either G = A,, 
n’ 
(d) If G has a 2-cycle, then G = S,,, and tfG has a 3-cycle, then either 
G=A, or G=S,. 
(e) rfn>2p- 1, then G=A, or G=S,. 
Proof (a) Let L or G be a subgroup maximal with respect to the 
properties of being generated by p-cycles and having the form L = (L I U) for 
some Us X. We need only show that 1 UI = n - 1. 
Suppose 1 U/ < n - 1, and let u E G\L be a p-cycle. Then the non-trivial 
orbit f s X of o intersects U and contains x\U. Replacing u by one of its 
powers if necessary, we may assume u = (xab...), where x E Un r and 
a, b E X\U. By assumption, L(x) = U, so since Un F r; U, there is a r E L 
such that r -l(x) & U n p, or x $ r(P). Observe that the p-cycle Oru = (at(x) 
or(a) UT(b)...) = (at(x) b u(b)...) @ L so it must move a. But then u(x) = 
a = us(z) for some z E P, or x E r(p). This contradiction shows that UI = 
11 1. 
(b) Choose x E x\r, if X # y, and consider G., c Sym(X\.u). Thus 
we see (b) follows from (a) using induction. 
(c) First observe that G, = S, , (resp. G, = A,, ,) means G = S,, 
(resp. G = A,). Thus by (a) we are reduced to showing G = S,, when n = 
p=2 (resp. G?A, when n=p=3). 
(d) By (a) again, we are reduced to showing that for n = p, if G & 
Sym(X) has a 2-cycle (resp. 3-cycle), then G = S, (resp. G = S, or A,,). If 
# c X is a maximal q;,,-chain (resp. q3,-chain), then P =X by 1.3.7(c). 
Thus (d) follows by (c). 
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(e) By (d) we need only show that G has a 3-cycle. Since n > 2p - 1. 
by (b), G hasp-cycles ofthe forma=@, ~~.~~-,a) and r=(y, +...~~,,a) 
where a is the only element common to both cycles. Note that (To) CT-’ = 
(x, ... x,..lY,mx,-l ... xl) = (a-y, x,) E G is a 3-cycle. Q.E.D. 
Part (a) of the preceding lemma is false for any non-prime cycle length 
q > 1. To see this write q = pm, where p is any prime divisor of q, and let 
.;/ c 2” be a partition of a p(m + 1)element set X into p-element subsets. 
The subgroup G c Sym(X) generated by all q-cycles which permute .? is 
transitive and also permutes Y. If x E P E ,;“, note that a q-cycle r E G, 
fixes all points of fl. 
2.8. PROPOSITION. Suppose G c Aut,( V) is a group of automorphisms of 
a3nite-dimensional vector space V over afield k, and assume that u and u 
are G-orbit generators for V. Suppose further that G has a dense subgroup 
generated by p-cycles for some prime p. If dim V > p, then G, and G, are 
conjugate. 
Proof Assume dim V > p. Applying 2.7(a) to X = G(a) we deduce that 
G, contains a p-cycle and has two orbits, so G, and G, are conjugate by 
2-w. Q.E.D. 
2.9. COROLLARY. Suppose G S. Aut,(B) is a group of automorphisms of 
a finite-dimensional vector space V over a field k, and further u and II are 
G-orbit basis generators for V. Suppose G has a p-cycle for some prime p, 
and G, and G, are not conjugate. 
(a) A maximal %&,-chain M c G(u) has p elements. 
(b) p 1 dim V, and G has a closed normal subgroup N with dim V/p 
orbits. The p-cycles of G generate a dense subgroup of N. 
The proof of 2.9 is a straightforward application of 1.3.7, 2.6, and 2.8. 
We remark that G s Aut,(V) can have orbit basis generator stabilizers G, 
and G, which are not conjugate, and a dense subgroup generated by q- 
cycles, where dim V > q. Thus 2.8 is not true for an arbitrary cycle length. 
One can easily construct an example where dim V = 2 1 and q = 14. 
2.10. THEOREM. Let G G Aut,(V) be a subgroup of automorphisms of a 
finite-dimensional vector space V over afield k, and suppose u and u are G- 
orbit basis generators for V. If G has a 2, 3, or 5 cycle, then G, and G, are 
conjugate. 
Proof: For p = 2, 3, 5 we need only consider the case dim V = p by 2.6 
and 2.8. The cases p = 2 and 3 are trivial. Thus for p = 5 we may assume G 
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has no 3-cycles. Now by considering the various possibilities for the G,- 
orbits of G(u), we deduce the G, fixes a point of G(u). Q.E.D. 
By Section 2 of [3] the preceding theorem is not true for cycles of prime 
length p = 2” - 1. 
In Section 2 of ]3] it was shown that the example described in 1.3.3 is the 
only example (unique up to permutation) of a group of automorphisms 
G c Aut,( V) with non-conjugate G-orbit basis generator stabilizers when 
dim V= 7. Here G = GL,(2) and G has a subgroup of the form K = (K 1 U), 
where K is the Klein 4-group. The conjugates of K generate G in fact. Our 
next result characterizes this particular G. 
2.11. PROPOSITION. Let G E Aut,(V) be a group of automorphisms of a 
finite-dimensional vector space V over afield k, and suppose u and (C are G- 
orbit basis generators for V such that G, and G, are not conjugate. If G has 
a dense subgroup generated bv Klein 4-groups K of the form K = (K I CT). 
where U Al G(u), then dim V = 7 (and hence G = GL,(2)). 
ProoJ It suffices to show that dim V = 7. By 2.10, G has no 5cycle. 
Suppose G has a 7-cycle. Then as 7 E G permutes the maximal ‘<,,-chains, it 
is clear that G(u) is a maximal ‘<,,-chain. By 2.8 and the comment above, it 
is sufficient to show that G has a 7-cycle. 
Assume G has no 7cycle. Since G, and G, are conjugate if dim V = 4. 
necessarily dim V > 4. Let Ki = (Kj ] Vi) be subgroups of G isomorphic to 
the Klein 4-group for 1 < i < 3. Observe that / Ui] = 4. Note that 
1 U, n U,I # 3 (otherwise (K,, K,) would contain a 5-cycle) and that 
I U, n U, n U3 I # 1 (otherwise (K, , K,, K3) would have a 7-cycle). Now let 
,i s 2.y be the collection of intersections p = U’ n U”. where 
U’, U” E <6&,, which have two elements. .P # 0 since G(u) is a maximal 
‘F&.,- chain and dim V > 4. Thus it follows: 
(A) .‘i partitions G(u), and t(.? ) & .i for all r E G. 
Let G+” Sym(,Y ) be the induced representation, and let N = ker rc. Then 
N is closed and .,Y is the set of N-orbits of G(u). Consider a typical K’= 
(K’ I U’) as described above. As ] U’ n PI # 1 for p E I/ ‘, by (A), U’ = 
~U~‘forsome~./fr’E,~.Thus~(7)=(~,/CI’)or~(r)=eforallrEK’. 
Since all such K”s generate a dense subgroup of G, it follows that the 2- 
cycles of n(G) generate a transitive subgroup of Sym(.;C ). Thus by 2.7(c), 
X(G) = Sym(,Y). Now let P, p’ E .P be distinct. Then fl UP”’ E pcKi, for 
some p” E .Y. If P’ and F” are different, let L = (L / PU F”), where 
L z K, and choose r E G such that n(r) = (P”‘, F’). Then we calculate ‘L = 
(=L17(P)u7(P”))=(TLIPU~‘) so 
(B) U’ E F&) if and only if U’ = p UT’, where p. p’ E ,‘/ are 
distinct. 
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By 2.5, ]G, n Nl = 1 G,, n Nl, so [N: G, nlvj = [IV: G,, n Nj. Since the 
N-orbits of G(U) have two elements it follows that [N : G, n N] = 2. Now 
N $$ G,, , so some N-orbit P splits into singleton G, n N-orbits. This is only 
true of P; otherwise, by (B), [N : G, n N] > 4. Therefore any other N-orbit 
of G(u) is contained in a G,-orbit, so G, stabilizes each point of P. This 
means G, and G, are conjugate-so G does have a 7-cycle, and the proof is 
complete. Q.E.D. 
2.12. COROLLARY. Suppose G cr Aut,(V) is a group of automorphisms 
of a finite-dimensional vector space V over a field k, and further u and u are 
G-orbit basis generators for V. Suppose G has a subgroup K = (K ( U), where 
U 5 G(u) and K is isomorphic to the Klein 4-group, and G, and G, are not 
conjugate. 
(a) A maximal %&,-chain U c G(u) has 7 elements. 
(b) 7 ]dim V, and G has a normal subgroup N with dim V/7 orbits. 
The subgroup generated by the 7-cycles of G is a dense subgroup of N. 
(c) N is the direct product of the subgroups L c G of the form L = 
(L 1 U), where UG G(u) is a maximal %&-chain, and L N GL,(2). 
Proof: The proof of (a) and (b) is similar to the proof of the 
corresponding parts of 2.9. To show (c), recall that if L = (L ) U) is 
generated by Klein 4-groups of the form K = (K 1 U’), where U’ z U, then 
L 1 GL,(2). Q.E.D. 
We finally remark that if G has a 7-cycle, and G, and G, are not 
conjugate, then the hypothesis of 2.12 applies. In Section 3.2, G E Au&,(V) 
satisfying the hypothesis of 2.12 will be constructed for dim V = 7m, m > 1. 
3. A DIRECT AND A SEMIDIRECT PRODUCT CONSTRUCTION 
Let NE Aut,(V) be a group of automorphisms of a finite-dimensional 
vector space V over a field k, and suppose u and e are G-orbit basis 
generators for V. Let L be any finite group, and for each 1 E L let l V + V, 
(v b v,) be a linear isomorphism (we only require that V, = V and 6= Z). 
Set V = @[,, V, and let L +K Aut,(W) be the one-to-one group 
homomorphism determined by n(l)(v,,) = v,,,. In this manner we will think 
of L as a subgroup of Au@). 
We will embed N into Aut,(V) in two ways. In both cases the action of 
u E: N on V is the same as the action of u E Aut,(V) on V. If G is the 
subgroup of Aut,(V) generated by N and L, then N is a closed subgroup of 
G. Furthermore u and u are G-orbit basis generators for V, and G, and G, 
are conjugate if and only if N, and N, are conjugate subgroups of N. Thus 
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by means of these constructions other examples of automorphism groups 
G s Aut,( V) with non-conjugate stabilizers G, and G, can naturally be 
made from known ones. Our semidirect product construction was motivated 
by 2.6. 
3.1. A Direct Product Construction 
Let NP Aut,(V) be the one-to-one group map determined by 
p(a)(v,) = a(v),. We leave the proof of the following to the reader. 
3.1.1. PROPOSITION. Let N 2 Aut,( V) be a group of automorphisms of a 
finite-dimensional vector space V over a field k, and suppose that u and ~1 
are N-orbit basis generators for V. Let L be a Jnite group, V = @ lEI, V,, 
and regard N and L as subgroups of Aut,(V) b-y 71 and p respectively. Let 
G C_ Aut,(V) be the subgroup generated by N and L. 
(a) G is the direct product of N and L. 
(b) N is a closed subgroup of G. 
cc> u and u are G-orbit basis generators for V. 
(d) G, = N,, and further G, and G, are conjugate if and only if N, 
and N, are conjugate subgroups of N. 
3.2. A Semidirect Product Construction 
Let N+ti’ Aut,(W) be the one-to-one group map determined by 
w@)(v,! = 
i 
dv>,, I=e 
v 
I) 1 # e. 
3.2.1. PROPOSITION. Let N z Aut,( V) be a group of automorphisms of a 
finite-dimensional vector space V over afield k, and suppose u and u are N- 
orbit basis generators for V. Let L be a finite group, W = @,,, V,, and 
regard N and L as subgroups of Aut,(V) by 71 and w respectively. Let 
G c Aut,(W) be the subgroup generated by N and L. 
(a) u and ~1 are G-orbit basis generators for V. 
(b) If U = N(u), then N = (N 1 U) and is a cfosed subgroup of G. 
(c) Let h cr G be the normal subgroup generated by N. Then h is 
closed and is the direct product Y = [llc,, ‘N. 
(d) G is a semidirect product of !A and L. 
(e) G, and G, are conjugate tf and only tf N, and N, are conjugate 
subgroups of N. 
Proof First of all U = G(u) = U,,, I(U) is a disjoint union, so u 
(hence 11) is a G-orbit basis generator for V. Regard G c Sym(U). Note 
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‘N= (‘NI I(U)) for I E L, so the subgroup M generated by the ‘N’s is the 
direct product M = n,61, ‘N. Clearly “M g M for c E N, thus n\i = M. Since 
I(U) = U means I = e, it follows that N is closed, hence N is closed. This 
proves (a)-(d). (e) follows by 2.6(c). Q.E.D. 
4. RESOLUTION OF THE CONJUGACY QUESTION FOR dim V<9 
In this section we determine explicitly all groups of automorphisms 
G g Aut,(V) such that there exists G-orbit basis generators u and 1~ for V 
such that G, and G, are not conjugate, where dim V < 9. In [ 3 1 this analysis 
was completed for dim V< 7; here we present a simpler analysis. 
Suppose G, and G,, are not conjugate. We will consider the possible G,- 
orbits of G(u) and G(u). Let L(,,, c G be the subgroup generated by the 
elements of G, of order p = 3, 5, or 7. Using the fact that the number of 
orbits of a subgroup H c G does not depend on the particular G-orbit basis 
generator, by computing the number of L,,,-orbits of G(u) and G(u), all but 
the following possibilities are ruled out: 
G,-orbit lengths of G(a) and G(u) 
(0) n=6 114 and 222 
(A) n=7 1 6 and 3 4 
03) n=8 116 and 233 
(C> n=8 1124 and 2222 
(4) n=9 1 8 and 3 6 
(5) n=9 126 and 234 
(6) n=9 144 and 3 3 3 
We first rule out the numerically identified cases, and then show (At(C) 
are in fact realized. 
Observe that Lo, has two non-trivial G(u)-orbits of length 3 and 4 in (A) 
and (5). This means G has a subgroup of the form K = (K / U), where K is 
isomorphic to the Klein 4-group and U c G(u) in these case (consider the 
kernel of the retriction of L (3) to the 3-element orbit). Note that G of (0) has 
such a K, so (0) and (5) are ruled out by 2.11. To rule out (6) note that Lo, 
has three orbits and is abelian by considering its G(u) orbits, so 4111 L,,, I. To 
rule out (4), note the kernel N of the restriction of G, to its 3-element G(u) 
orbit is not trivial, since 8 1 1 G, 1, so N must have live orbits. This is absurd 
since the G(a) orbit lengths must be 1 2 2 2 2 and the G(u) orbit lengths 
must be 1 1 1 3 3. 
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We are left with (A)-(C). To analyze (A), we have noted that G has a 
subgroup of the form K = (K 1 U), where K is isomorphic to the Klein 4- 
group and U E G(u). Let Kj = (Ki / Ui) be such subgroups, where 1 < i < 3. 
Then 1 U, n U,/ # 1, 3 (otherwise G is easily seen to have a 5-cycle). Now 
we may assume U,, U,, U, cover G(u). In (A)-(C) let 1, 2,... denote the 
points of G(u). Up to permutation of !,..., 7 we must have the following 
congifugation: 
(The elements of U, are circled.) We will show that G = (K, , K,, K,). Note 
that 7 . 6. 4 1 IH(, w h ere H = (K,. K,, K3). For H g Sym(G(u)) is transitive, 
H, s Sw(G)u)\_l) is transitive, and K, E (H,),. To show H = G we need 
only show 1 GI 1 7 . 24; this follows since the restriction of G,, to its 4-element 
G(u) orbit has trivial kernel, as G has no 2cycles or 3cycles. 
GL,(2) has order 7 . 24 and may be regarded as a (transitive) permutation 
group on the ‘I-element set X = F”\O, where F = Z!. To show G = GL,(2) 
we need only show GL,(2) c Sym(X) has a subgroup K = (KI U), where K is 
the Klein 4-group and UC X, by the calculations we have just made. If 
W & F’ is a 2-dimensional subspace, then W’ cr GL,(2) is such a K. 
(A) dim V = 7. G generated by Klein 4-groups, Ki = (K; 1 Ui) for 1 < 
i < 3, as determined bjl (:k). Thus G = GL,(2). The characteristic of k is not 
2, in which case there are two conjugacy classes of G-orbit basis generator 
stabilizers represented by GI and G, , where ti E V is the G-orbit basis 
generator ti=(I+2+3)-(Lf+J+6+7). 
Observe the generators g = (12 3)(4 5 6) = (( 12)(4 6))((2 j)(4 5)) gi = (2 4 7) 
(3 3 6) = ((24)(3 2))((! X5 6)) d erived in [3 ] are readily apparent. We refer 
the reader to Section 2 of [3 1 for the remaining details concerning (A). 
To analyze (B) and (C) note that G(a) has two singleton G, -orbits (hence 
automatically G(u) has two singleton G,-orbits). Generally, let G c Sym(X) 
be a transitive permutation group. Then x - y if and only if G, = G, is an 
equivalence relation on X, and the formula ‘G, = GLcxj shows that the set of 
classes 2 is permuted by t E G. Let G +n Sym(X) (rc(a)[x\ = [a(x)l) be 
induced representation. Then ker R = N is the stabilizer of the classes. For 
X = G(u) we depict the classes: 
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and let G +K S, represent the induced representation. 
We first consider (B). Observe that the restriction of G,, to one of its 3- 
element orbits in G(u) is one-to-one since G has no 2cycles and no 3cycle. 
Thus since 2, 3 1 1 G, , we see GY E S, and G, has an odd element p of order 
2. As : N n G, I# 2 we deduce N n G, = (ej; thus n(G, ) has a 3-cycle and a 
2-cycle. Since n(G) c Sym(G(u)) is transitive, n(G) = S,. Thus (by 
permutation of symbols if necessary) we may assume 7 = (234)(6 18) and 
0 = UN5 6)(3 I> are in G (some conjugate of n@) yields n(a)). 
(B) dim V= 8. G generated b]~ 
7 = (2 3 g)(m) and C-J = (12>(5 6x3 I) 
has order 48. The characteristic of k is not 3, in which case there are two 
conjugacy classes of G-orbit basis generator stabilizers represented b-v GA 
and G, , where (I E V is the G-orbit basis generator u = 2 + 3 + 4. 
The details of the claims of (B) are left to the reader. Note by 2.3 some 
conjugate of G, must contain t, so we may assume t E G, . This forces u = 
a(! + 2) + b(2 + 3 + 4) + c(l, + I+ 8) for some a, b, c E k. The powers of 
the g-cycle 
represent the left cosets of the subgroup generated by 7 and (ur”u = 
((2 8)(3 A)(! J), which stabilizes U. 
The analysis of (C) is a little more complicated. The restriction of G, to 
its 4-element orbit in G(U) has trivial kernel since G has no 2-cycle; so 
x2 = e for x E G,, means IG, ) = 4 whence 1 Gi = 32. Thus X(G) g S, is a 
transitive 2-group, and since G(U) has a G,-orbit of length 4 (because G(U) 
has a G, -orbit of length 4!), n(G) has a 2-cycle. Therefore In(G)1 = 8, so 
I NI = 4. Choose n E N\e which fixes a point of G(U). Then n has two 
conjugates n and n’. If p, F’ g G(u) is the union of the non-trivial orbits of 
II, n’, respectively, then 7 E G permutes P and F’, so since G is transitive 
fl, fl’ partition G(u). We may assume F = (1, 5, 2, 6) and fl’ = (3, I, 4. 8}. 
Hence n = (!$)(26), n’ = (3 1)(48), and (12), (13 24) generate n(G). By 
2.3, all 7 E G, fix some point of G(u), hence /c and /f’ are unions of G,, - 
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orbits of G(u). This means N c N,(G, ) as G, is closed and u E N permutes 
the G,-orbits of G(u). In particular we remark l,..., 4 are contained in 
NJG, )-orbits of G(U). 
Now choose u E G such that n(o) = (13 24). Then u is an g-cycle or a 
product of 4cycles. Suppose o is a product of 4-cycles. Then ~(a’) = 
(12)(3 4) means u* permutes the G, orbits of G(u), hence u* E N,(GU ). This 
means P and p’ are contained in N,(G,)-orbits of G(u), so N,(G,) closed 
implies [G : N,(G, ) 1 j 2. However r E NJG, ) permutes the singleton G, 
orbits of G(U), so [N,(G, ) : G, ] / 2 also. This contradiction shows u must be 
an g-cycle. The G,-orbits of G(u) have lengths 1, 1, 2, and 4, and G, ‘v 
2, x Z,, since the same is true with replacing u by a. Therefore we may 
assume that u = (13 2 4 2 16 8), n, and t = (2 6)(3 4)(18) are in G (permuting 
symbols if necessary). 
(C) dim V= 8. G generated by 
u=(13245168), n = (I 3)(2 6), 
and 
r = (2 6)(3 Lf)(lS) 
has order 32. The characteristic of k is not 2, in which case there are two 
conjugacy classes of G-orbit basis generator stabilizers represented by G1 
and G, , where 11 E V is the G-orbit basis generator II = (1 + 5) - (2 + 6) + 
(3 + 4). 
Again we leave the remaining details to the reader. As in the argument for 
(B) we may assume r = (26)(34)(18) E G, . Since n or n’ E G, again by 
2.3, necessarily n E G. This forces IC= a(! + 5) - b(Z $ 6) + ~(3 + 4) t 
d(l + 8). The powers of u represent the left cosets of the subgroup generated 
by r and n, which stabilizes cl. 
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